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Unit-Level Assessment Annual Report 
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Report prepared by Vice-Chairperson, Unit-Level Assessment: Erica McCormack 

In the 2015-2016 Academic Year, the Harold Washington College Assessment Committee (HWCAC) 

was grateful to see the Unit-Level Coordinator/Vice-Chairperson role and each of the previously-

established six Unit-Level Liaison positions (which were in place for the first time as of Spring 

2015) reaffirmed and supported by administration in the budget for the Fall 2015 semester, then 

expanded to nine in the Spring 2016 semester.   

The most recent departmental additions to the Unit-Level program were Biology; English, Speech, 

and Theatre; and Social Sciences. Erica McCormack, Assistant Professor in Humanities and Music, 

has been serving as the Unit-Level Coordinator/Committee Vice-Chair, Unit-Level Assessment since 

Spring 2015 and expects to continue in that role for the 2016-2017 Academic Year as long as the 

Coordinator role remains in the budget, as it is expected to.  

Indeed, in the future, local administration has agreed that the Coordinator role will merit six hours 

of release time rather than three due to the number of liaisons (and therefore of meetings and 

written work) more than tripling since the Coordinator role was first established. This past 

academic year, the Unit-Level Coordinator also served as a Unit-Level Liaison to the Humanities 

department, and while that dual role was challenging but functional when there were six liaisons in 

the Fall 2015 semester, the Humanities Liaison work suffered in the Spring 2016 semester because 

duties related to coordinating the other eight liaisons overtook the three hours allotted for the 

Coordinator. Next semester, another faculty member will overtake the Humanities Unit-Level 

Liaison role (assessment veteran David Richardson), so the Humanities Liaison work and 

Coordinator work should both demonstrate higher quality next academic year. 

Unit-Level assessment has been defined by the HWCAC as the assessment of any student learning 

outcome that goes beyond the individual class level but that does not extend to the level of the 

college general education outcomes. The Unit-Level Liaisons facilitated assessments with the input 

of their colleagues in the following six departments during the Fall 2015 semester—Applied 

Science (Jennifer Asimow); Art & Architecture (Paul Wandless); Business (Theresa Campbell); 

Humanities & Music (Erica McCormack); Mathematics & CIS (Fernando Miranda-Mendoza); 

Physical Sciences (Allan Wilson)—and in the following nine departments during the Spring 2016 

semester—Applied Science (Jennifer Asimow); Art & Architecture (Jess Bader); Biology (Aigerim 

Bizhanova); Business (Bral Spight); English, Speech, & Theatre (Amy Rosenquist); Humanities & 

Music (Erica McCormack); Mathematics & CIS (Fernando Miranda-Mendoza); Physical Sciences 

(Anthony Escuadro); Social Sciences (Janette Gayle) 
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The committee charge for Unit-Level work requires that all liaisons follow the six-stage process of 

assessment work: 1) Department Buy-In and Outcome Definition; 2) Assessment Research and 

Design; 3) Pilot Assessment Tools and Processes; 4) Administer Specific Assessment; 5) Data 

Analysis; and 6) Supporting Evidence-Based Change (Use of Findings).  

Each assessment that is developed with the mentorship of a Unit-Level Liaison should run through 

this loop, but all six stages do not occur within a single semester. Especially for departments just 

beginning Unit-Level Assessment work (as of Spring 2016, that includes Biology; English, Speech & 

Theatre; and Social Sciences; plus, due to temporary liaisons filling in for established liaisons on 

sabbatical, Art & Architecture and Physical Sciences), the first couple of stages can comprise the 

work of the first semester, then the administration of the full-scale assessment and analysis of the 

data to support evidence-based change can continue in subsequent semesters.  

The way this Unit-Level assessment work continues and expands over the course of multiple 

semesters is particularly evident in the Applied Science report. As a department, Applied Science 

has by far the strongest history and experience doing all levels of assessment work. In recent years, 

it has been ably served by Michael Heathfield (former Assessment Committee chair who 

inaugurated the Unit-Level Liaison program), Carrie Nepstad (the original Applied Science liaison 

and current Assessment Committee chair) and Jen Asimow (the current Applied Science liaison and 

former Assessment Committee chair). Applied Science, Art & Architecture, and Humanities & Music 

have all had Unit-Level Liaisons since the Fall 2012 semester. The Art & Architecture department 

began a new assessment with a new liaison in the Spring 2016 semester, and the assessment 

project in the Humanities & Music department hit a significant stumbling block when it came to 

data recording and analysis, so the Applied Science report is the best example of the way in which 

the cyclical six-stage process is used to get one assessment running within the department then 

sustain that assessment while developing another.  

The administrative support for Unit-Level Liaisons and the Unit-Level Coordinator, primarily 

represented through the allotment of reassigned time for doing this assessment work, is vital to the 

success and growing complexity of the assessment process. One of the greatest successes for the 

college related to the Unit-Level work has been what it has offered to departments invested in Unit-

Level assessment efforts. More discussions among faculty related to student learning and how to 

best support evidence-based change are happening in those departments, and a clearer 

understanding of the faculty-driven assessment process at HWC has taken root. This increased 

dialogue and understanding helps strengthen buy-in for assessment efforts at the General 

Education level as well as at the Unit-Level, and the committee therefore looks forward to a time 

when every department at HWC will have a Unit-Level liaison participating in this process.  That is 

scheduled to occur in the Fall 2016 semester when the English Language Learners/World 

Languages and Library departments each receive a liaison. That would bring the total number of 

liaisons up to 11 from the current 9; however, as the Applied Science department has been 

dissolved based off of City Colleges of Chicago district-level decisions to remove programs (many in 

the Applied Science department) from HWC, even high-performing ones, that number will most 

likely be 10. 
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The local HWC administration’s financial support that makes Unit-Level assessment work possible 

represents the vital accompanying reallocation of faculty time through the establishment of the 3-

credit equivalence for the Liaison role, and (thus far) for the coordinator role. That time is used by 

the Liaisons to work through the six stages of assessment, which includes meetings with other 

stakeholders in the department and meeting weekly with other Unit-Level Liaisons and the Unit-

Level Coordinator. At the beginning of the semester, as many of the Liaisons who could attend a 

meeting from 2-3pm every Wednesday (before the 3-4pm HWCAC meeting) met jointly in order to 

become familiar with the six stages and the process of doing Unit-Level work. The Unit-Level 

Coordinator met with the other liaisons individually on a weekly basis. The more veteran liaisons 

provided excellent mentorship for the new liaisons getting ready to start this work within their 

departments. Midway through the semester, meetings were broken up so that the Unit-Level 

Coordinator could either work one-on-one with each liaison. This allowed for more individual 

feedback and support to be provided to each project once they had been better defined and got 

underway. As the number of liaisons has recently increased and will increase again in the Fall 2016 

semester, revisions will need to be made to this operating procedure in order to create more time 

to work individually with each liaison on a weekly basis. 

Rather than conducting a showcase of Unit-Level work during the regularly-scheduled Assessment 

meeting, as has been standard practice in previous years to highlight how much progress each 

Liaison has made on behalf of their department and also how distinct each of the Unit-Level 

projects are, the Assessment Committee created the agenda for a faculty-run professional 

development day on April 8, 2016. In addition to furthering the goal of the Assessment Committee 

to foster more frequent and deeper discussions among faculty related to student learning and how 

to best support evidence-based change, it created an opportunity for all nine Unit-Level Liaisons to 

present to an audience of full-time and part-time students, each focusing on a particular topic, such 

as “Assessing vs. Grading” and “Generating Evidence to Back Up Your Claims.” Faculty feedback 

about the event was very positive. 

 The Unit-Level model has enough structure so that new projects can be developed and 

implemented, but it is also flexible enough to be able to assess the authentic questions about 

student learning that faculty working in the various disciplines and programs within departments 

want to know, thus providing data to address those questions and allow faculty to support 

evidence-based changes in the future. The Unit-Level work being done at HWC represents a 

flourishing of assessment activity across the college that is an important parallel to the committee’s 

General Education assessments, and the committee hopes to encourage it to not only continue in 

these nine departments but soon expand to include all academic departments and infuse authentic 

assessment dialogue and work in every department and discipline. 
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